1. Project execution
Project objectives and participants
To spark interest of children and young people in science, research and their important meaning
for the everyday life, that was the intention of "Let's talk about science", a project conducted by
Radiofabrik Salzburg from January 2007 to February 2008. The community radio station produced
22 half-hour radio programmes in cooperation with scientists of the University of Salzburg: Eleven
programmes for children, consisting of short radio plays with subsequent studio talks with children
and scientists and eleven radio programmes involving scientists and civil society for the target
group young adults. The programmes intend to inspire young listeners to become interested in
science and a scientific career, to learn more about specific scientific fields and to awaken
curiosity, astonishment and enthusiasm. Further objectives were to promote the dynamic
interaction and exchange of information between the scientific community, civil society and young
people through radio programmes in collaboration with scientists, NGO's and young people. To
reach the target groups the youth-appropriate realisation of the scientific topics was a crucial
aspect of the production.
"Let's talk about science" was promoted by the European Commission in the 6th Framework
Programme "Science and Society" and executed by project leader Radiofabrik and its co-operation
partners University of Salzburg and the Austrian (VFRÖ) and German (BFR) Federation of
Community Radio Stations. The University of Salzburg, section for audio-visual communication at
the department of communication, was involved in the project conception and evaluation and
designed the scripts for the radio programmes for young adults with attention to a media
pedagogic approach. As subcontractor a scientist and professor from the University of Salzburg
adopted his science-books for children to a radio play script. VFRÖ and BFR ensured the
broadcast of the produced science-radio programmes via FM and carried out the dissemination
and public relation activities.

Work performed and results
First of all a representative logo has been developed which
was part of all presentation and public relation material and
integrated into the web-site as well. The project web-site
www.talk-science.eu was set-up bilingually in German and
English. It went on-line in February 2007 and will be available
for another five years. Independent thereof the programmes
will be available for free download via the Cultural
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Broadcasting Archive www.cba.fro.at for an indefinite period. Besides offering information about the
project the web-site serves as download platform for the produced programmes for radio stations,
young adults and children, youth-organisations and the public in general. Additionally it
accommodates a collection of interesting links to related science projects and events or radio
stations that were involved in the broadcast of the “Let's”-series. The web-log and a comment
function unfortunately didn't meet with support by users. But it is not excluded, that these tools will
gain in acceptance with time.

Concerning the intellectual property rights the project made use of the Creative Commons License,
(http://creativecommons.org), a new, flexible copyright for creative work, authors and artists.
Therefore copying, displaying and distributing is allowed, if the correct attribution is mentioned, if it
is for non-commercial purposes and if verbatim copies of the work are used.
Altogether 22 half-hour radio programmes for young listeners discussing various scientific
disciplines from many different perspectives and six jingles announcing the project and the singular
broadcasts in German and English were produced and made available for free download on the
project web-site. The programmes do not refer to each other or an order and are of timeless
implementation so they can be broadcast in any favoured order.
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Eleven programmes for young adults were produced

11 programmes for young adults

involving juveniles, scientists and society. Concepts

(in German and English)

and scripts were developed by two scientists of the
University of Salzburg, department of communication
science and audio-visual communication, and designed
with attention to a media pedagogic approach to attract
young

people's

interest

in

science.

Within

the

programmes many experts, young people and the civil
society get in dynamic interaction and a word equally.
Topics and scientific fields were covered broadly: the
spectrum ranged from state-of-the-art of robot-research
to the correct internet use, scientist as profession,
women in scientific jobs or the causes of dyslexia. A
main focus was laid on the European dimension of the

A career in science
Safer internet

(Ger)

Safe Utilization for Children and Teenagers

Green keys

(Ger)

Urban Ecology: Nature in the City

Dyslexia and its causes

Three programmes were produced entirely in English
and eight in German in consideration of using various
common, appealing journalistic forms, a transparent
structure and comprehensively language. Furthermore,
the producers paid attention to the fact that radio shows

(Ger)

Language out of Balance

Robot systems

(Ger)

Teamwork with Robots

Young immigrants and work

(Engl)

Language and Integration

Alpha-risks

(Ger)

Health-Risks of Radiations

Women in science

(Ger)

Women in Science and Research

Autoimmune diseases

research topics.

(Engl)

Scientist as Profession

(Engl)

MS: The Disease with a Thousand Faces

Poverty and poverty-research

(Ger)

Causes and Perspectives

Democracy and public in europe (Ger)
Civil society in the EU

11 programmes for children
(all in German)

tie into the daily lives and speech of young people and
A rainy day

not presume any knowledge.

(meteorology, rain, rainbow)

Just a can
(ecology, recycling)

Based on the children's books of DDr. Gottfried Tichy,

The human zoo

scientist and professor for geography and geology at

A lot of stones for just one man

the University of Salzburg, short radio plays of about
ten

minutes

phenomena

were
of

produced,

natural

and

in

which

social

scientific

science

and

(microbiology, hygiene)
(archaeology, cult buildings)

Shadows on the soul
(psychology, depressions)

Can knowledge be dangerous

humanities are explained by young, enquiring piggy

(history, Galileo Galilei)

Schnüfferl and old, wise raven Habakuk. Schnüfferl has

A thick skin

many questions: Where does the rain come from? Why

The Easter Island

does

the

moon

change

his

appearance?

Can

(physics, Albert Einstein)
(sociology, war, natural resources)

knowledge be dangerous? And many more. The radio

Compass for the past

plays were recorded with professional speakers and at

Phases of the moon

(geology, stone)

the post-production much attention was paid to

(astronomy, moon orbit)

professional dubbing and digital sound-design.

Carpenter-apprentice and philosopher
(philosophy, Sir Charles Popper)
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The implementation of fictional identification figures
and illustrating sound helps children to pay special
attention to the shows. In subsequent studio talks
children had a chance to ask questions to two
scientists in relation to the just heard radio plays and to
relate the new information to their everyday life. Key
topics were explained again and simple experiments
conducted to demonstrate physical phenomena in a
coherent way. Songs for children complete the halfhour radio shows for young listeners.

Playing with science: with balls, coconut and a pocket
lamp Marcus and Lorenz re-enact the phases of the moon.

Group photograph: Peter, Marcus, Gottfried Tichy, Lorenz and
Eveline Karl in the studio of Radiofabrik

Piggy Schnüfferl at the cover of the children's book

Science-radio makes fun!

Professor Gottfried Tichy standing
up to questioning...
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Within the evaluation of the project “Let's talk about science” it became evident that those
programmes are quite intelligible for the target group and have the potential to awaken interest,
curiosity and enthusiasm in dealing with science. It is advisable to address the audience in such
programmes directly in everyday speech, to relate topics to examples of everyday life and the lifeworld of children and young people and to bring in humorous sequences. For awaken
astonishment and inquisitiveness the information must be new to the listeners. Longer passages
with high information density or pure music have to be avoided and a balance has to be found
between content and recreating passages as well as feminine and masculine voices. The
implementation of (real or fictional) identification figures, for example as interview partners or
actors, helps children to follow. Choosing a fictional story to impart knowledge to children is an
appropriate way, whereby possibilities of dramaturgy, storytelling and acting (identification) figures
should be exploited. Gender, educational background of the parents and media usage have
influence on the reception of radio programmes – concerning to the teenagers that were involved
into the evaluation. To reach teenagers with such programmes the target group has to be
constricted and differentiated.

2. Dissemination and use
The distribution of the “Let’s talk about science”-radio programmes for young listeners has been
carried out by the Austrian and German federations of community radio stations and addressed a
lot of different groups that may be interested in the project. The dissemination took place via FM
broadcast, internet distribution, podcasts and public relation activities. The audio products were
made available via the project web-site www.talk-science.eu for free download.
The radio programmes for children and young adults and the jingles for house advertising were
broadcast (and will be broadcast) via FM by 27 radio stations in German- and English-speaking
countries. Concerning the distribution via internet they were offered in several podcast portals, the
German and Austrian audio web-portals for community radio stations and in an English children's
radio channel. At the same time awareness for the project and the programmes was raised via
press information and public relation activities. Three major articles and some announcements
were published in the Austrian press. The dates of the radio broadcast and project information
were announced in 16 e-mail-newsletters of network partners and institutions in Salzburg, such as
agencies for school, education and youth, the University of Salzburg and other partner
organisations.
While disseminating the programmes a list of additional interesting science networks and events
accrued. The consortium plans to contact them during 2008 again to promote the science radio
programmes. Because of their dateless implementation ongoing broadcast and dissemination is
possible and will be pushed at every opportunity.
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